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Abstract

In the study of theoretical trends in Administration, the management of information follows the development of theories of Administration; constant-adaptations are suffered. Information Science area understands and concerns itself with the changes wrought in these endeavour of the knowledge society as new forms of communication and integration. The libraries interact in ways that maximize access to information and facilitate the improvement on their structural environment as strategic approach for your services. The research aims at identifying the requirements and specifications of an information system for knowledge management in the public's library environment and proposes to achieve a pre-defined structure for the implementation of administration management. The research is conducted with public's library of the metropolitan region of the North's Portugal. Portugal libraries are institutions that operate in the social process of their communities reflecting the society and its organic sphere of informational performance. These libraries have developed the organizational theories to make a framework easily for effective management practices and have been using their produced knowledge in the optimization of their actions. In the improvement of systems, theoretical administrative trends become management decisions and result in the ultimate success of the organization. In order to achieve its objectives the study verified an economy based on knowledge management, and its production emphasizes the human capital that permeates the condition of the information in support for the development of communities.
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Introduction

When the organizations think in their future, they think about improvement process with the perfect symmetry of innovation and order to the very common of its operation. The relationship itself geared input services and employees or products and consuming, they become an organizational concern in how to do your products; how to do the best way to the market and how to make your goals possible.
administration experience of human resources.

The knowledge is appreciated, not only as a value itself, but also as power of wealth generator. However, to apply the knowledge in the organization involves intelligence and learning. Intelligence and learning are understood as faculties of thinking and innovation of the processes.

In order to understand the analysis of knowledge the steps demonstrate an illustration sampling has been developed for the learning organization. Another step was necessary data collect to find the creation of a model organization specifically for library. The scientific methodology was to do activities using qualitative research methodology for Portugal’s Library.

And the work research analysis involves collecting information for the organization using several methods: observation in technical visits, interviewing and other more specialized job analysis methods such as position or functional analysis. Organizations sometimes use a combination of job analysis methods.

With the continuous analysis in the field of administrative theory for libraries and the social progression impact for the organizational environment is possible to understand the need of valuing generation programs for the knowledge management in these areas. Effective help is important to create job descriptions and performance standards that are useful tools for development and performance knowledge management.

In future researches, could demonstrate that universe of organizational knowledge by means of statistical analysis, and evaluation of the data collect for the models in the European Union. Today these models are concept and practical net for the urban knowledge management of the human capital.

**Development of Management Thought**

In a research study by Chiavenato (2000) one organization is a community of persons with one goal. One organization is a better union for: Human resource; structure; environment; management processes; information. Organizations are social construction of knowledge for the organization’s goals.

The theoretical movements look forward to a reflection on the way in which information is processed and offer support to the functioning of the organizations through their historical process. The administration process involves people and resources in the search for the realization of organizational objectives and when conscientiously carried out – according to the spheres inserted in this ambit – develops the variety of activities implied while: planning, organizing, leading and controlling. Traditional functions in this process may be improved with the influence of the experience of the organizations’ employees, structuring self-confidence and the connection amidst the speciality of the operation developed by the individuals.

With the development of the way of thinking of the administrative theories, the quality improvement of the offer of a good and/or product and the best management practises in the administration appeared. There isn’t a best unique formula to reach the organizations’ highly varied objectives, since their environment becomes highly varied as well.

According to Bateman and Snell (1998), the administrative approaches developed according to the needs of confronting the administrators and their modifications along the years while attempting to explain real questions faced by them with the objective of providing tools for the resolution of future problems.

In the applicability of the administrative functions, the theory strengthened the belief of management supremacy in the
organizations. It didn’t only refer to producing in a great way, like the Scientific Management School proposal, but managing the rising production, which took place after the Industrial Revolution.

The relations of interaction between organizations and environments started to explain more deeply, aspects of the organizational structure and operational processes used in companies. For example, the Systems Theory defended the importance of inter-relations among parts of an organization with its surroundings. The result was that the study of internal factors of an organization weren’t enough to help managers in decision making.

The evaluative condensing of the administrative thought appeared through the construction of the steps of different theoretical movements. The results converged since diverse branches of knowledge, were able to be explained well when they started considering their study objectives as systems. We can see, therefore, the growth of the more contemporary organizational administrative management, from the use of topics exposed by the Systems Theory.

It is possible to notice that the evolution of the administrative theories accompanied with the civil movements’ history and through this course the developments of the organization were defined. Thus, in the 60s we could already observe attitudes in the human conception of the organizational values as a reflection of the great dissatisfaction of the social revolutions witnessed. In the 80s, Japan reappears as an example of culture to be followed by world economy, culture of competitive strategy which the rest of the nations describe the epistemology of the word with its organizational cultures. In the 90s, subsequently, is adopted the managerial focus of culture while strategy of survival and change in the political, social and ethical sphere and leadership as a promotion of this focus.

Modern and contemporary society, lies on the organizations: it is basically a society of organizations and its different ways of evaluating objectives shows that the managers should consider factors of constant change originated from the new administrative management attitudes, in its decision making (Kaplan and Norton, 2000).

One of the great changes seen in the construction of the administrative theories is the creation of values that cannot be measured anymore. The value of information, knowledge, is the capital that holds the current table of the administrative theories. Current society and its organizations possess new communication channels, new ways of work and interaction which change the structure of a former power, to the power of knowledge. Capital society now becomes classified and described as the society of knowledge (Figure 1).

In the information based society, the resource that stands out the most to an organization is the intellectual capital based on knowledge. Knowledge may be understood as information which is structured, contextualized and full of content to who detains it. Costa, Krucken and Abreu (2000, p. 31) considers that knowledge is a cognitive process, which needs information as raw-material to let it happen.
Another question pointed out by Drucker (1994) in this society characterized by knowledge, is the capacity of decision making, based on the proximity to performance, market, technology and environment, all should be seen and used as opportunities for innovation, all should understand what each one is saying. Technology is one of the components of Knowledge Management. Thus, human talent, supported by computational technology and communication could be considered the competitive differential among organizations.

Methodology

The European Union, worried about constant prosperity, possesses guidelines to care for stability maintenance and promotion of certain social spheres, and, therefore, has certain responsibilities in what concerns its stability. This follows the decisions made by the heads of government and their delegations in a strict control of the process. In the strategy of sustainable development, a concept of assuring a high level of social cohesion and economic prosperity was created.

The issue of generalization has appeared in the literature with regularity. It is a frequent criticism of case study research that the results are not widely applicable in real life. Yin in particular refuted that criticism by presenting a well constructed explanation of the difference between analytic generalization and statistical generalization: In analytic generalization, previously developed theory is used as a template against which to compare the empirical results of the case study (Yin, 1989).

The collect data was made in Guimarães City, Portugal. In the General Report on the activities of the European Union (2006), this city is the next step for the Europe model in net of the practice management urban knowledge. Some cities models are examples as well as in France or Scotland. The local for the interview and technique visit, was the Raul Brandão Library (Figure 2).
The theory was formulated before the beginning of the collection of data, and consequently, proposed to aid the questions in the chart composition. The data arrangement was available in five phases: determination of the collecting techniques and registration of data; collection of data; establishment of data analysis techniques; personal direct contacts with the local management and technological tests of applicable programs.

The success of the results obtained, found support in the public organization, more specifically in the opening of the legislation of the local political organs, of the area of Guimarães - There was a readiness for dialogue towards the applicability of the material of the data collection and a good response.

**Application and Managerial Implication**

The contribution of the research is an initial reflection about mentioning a structural analysis in information centres to delimitate the ideal architecture so they can be transformed into knowledge and value generating centres through their management (Mohssin and Al-Ahmad, 2005). Being so, it crosses the experience of the development of knowledge centres.

We look forward to identifying features and characteristics common to the organizational theories of the administrative management, with important implications to the organization of knowledge. Hasitschka et al (2005) considers in order to develop a reference or model which would constitute a relevant instrument for those who share the management of libraries.

The Raul Brandão Library has been using their produced knowledge in the optimization of their actions. The importance given to the new administrative management practise is the power to transform information into knowledge, on the way to the production of institutional value. This centre of knowledge understand their value in the market and use mechanisms: the action of their professionals in the attention given to the market in which they are inserted; cooperation of other libraries which contribute to answering local needs (Figure 3); advising for the acquisition of information resources. Forming an image of identity in the knowledge produced.
However, it is necessary to know the different skill combinations. When mobilizing human skills, people will feel better in relation to their activities performed in the organization and, therefore, will produce with greater competence and with a higher level of commitment with the results that could be reached.

They need the continuity of the analysis of the formation of the administrative theory, since the impact on social progress that the organizational environment has obtained, is better understood through the programs of bringing value to knowledge. For its applicability, there is the need of analysis of the human resources structures, available in libraries.

**Conclusion**

With the evolution of the organizations theory, new management practices have transformed the institutions. The improvement of these management practices in libraries is constant, and interacts in an international axis, since each unity increasingly communicate with other.

As a reflection of organizational administrative practices, libraries have developed and assumed the organizational theories to make a framework easily for effective management practices. Comprehending the importance of the studies on libraries requires both a new approach of existing public policies for this field, and the recognition of the Information Science knowledge on area.

In this way, it was planned to develop a model constituting a tool for managers in these institutions through the experience of laboratory works carried out with researchers from the European community. Portugal libraries are institutions that operate in the social process of their communities and the archives establish their structural spaces in parallel with the political, economic and social environments of the communities, reflecting the society and its organic sphere of informational performance.

The information plays a cyclical and essential role for the arrangement of the effective and necessary record to the organizational process and the institutional growth. Studies of this nature will help to valuate an economy based on knowledge management, and its production emphasizes the human capital that permeates the condition of the information in support for the development of communities and the growth of the organizational environment in political, social and cultural spheres.
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